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AS/A level
Introduction
pool (no water) by Mark Ravenhill was first performed by Frantic Assembly in 2006. 
This scheme of work explores the text using both on and off text work, devising, 
improvisation and practitioner exploration with a view to enabling students to 
use this play to inspire group performance, monologue, duologue or devising work 
for any specification at AS or A level.

This scheme of work examines the text on a variety of levels; timings for each 
section depend on your students and their response to the work. Allow students’ 
response and enthusiasm to guide how long you explore each activity.

Plot summary
A famous and successful artist invites her old gang to enjoy her luxurious new 
home and, of course, the pool. The group are back together again but the party 
comes to a devastating halt when the host jumps into the pool to find that there 
is no water. As she lies in a coma the gang start to document her, realising that 
their project could be a very lucrative piece of work. As she begins to recover and 
they confess about the images they have taken she begins to take ownership of 
what they see as their work, their project, their potential success. The play is about 
the ‘fragility of friendship and the jealousy and resentment inspired by success’.

Pre-reading: Profiling a character
Learning objectives

 f To create a character from the opening lines of the text
 f To create an ensemble performance using your character profile ideas
 f To create an ensemble performance showing one side of the character using 
appropriate music

 f To improvise scenes between different interpretations of the same character.

Warm-up: One Minute Please
Ask for a volunteer to begin and ask them to stand facing the class. S/he is 
given a topic from the audience or from a prearranged list, e.g. cats, envelopes, 
The X-Factor, etc. They must talk on that subject for one minute without pausing, 
repeating phrases, or hesitation. If they break any of the rules before the minute is 
up, they are out and someone else takes the chair and a new topic is given.

Main activity 1
Consider the opening line of the play:

Discussion: What sort of person do we imagine ‘she’ is? Consider age, occupation 
(we know they are all artists but explore this further), family life, friends other 
than the group, hobbies/interests, likes/dislikes, what does she look like?

How do we judge success? She is described as the ‘the most successful of us’ 
but what is this based on?

In groups of 4. Ask each person in the group to create 5 stances that sum up 
their interpretation of the character. The members of each group are free to 
interpret the character differently from each other. For each stance they should 
consider its title which can be literal or abstract, e.g. artist, model, friend, carer, 
friendly, assertive, self-absorbed, vulnerable, fun.

A pool. She had a pool.

Of all of us the most – at least in the eyes of this so-called work – the most successful 
of us.

So – a pool.
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For each stance students should consider:

 f Where is the character? Why are they there?
 f How is the character feeling?
 f How would the character interact with other people/the audience in this 
moment?

 f How will the audience feel about the character in this moment?
 f How will you use your facial expressions/eye contact to show how the 
character is feeling?

 f How will you use your movement, gesture, posture, body language to 
demonstrate their feelings?

 f The stances do not need to be frozen so students should consider a word 
or phrase to go with each moment, e.g. ‘All right darling’, ‘Leave me alone!’, 
‘Fabulous isn’t it?’, etc.

 f How will you use your vocal skills? Pitch, pace, tone, volume, emphasis, accent.

What do your choices tell the audience about your character?

Rehearsal
After some individual rehearsal time, ask students to show the members of the 
group their 5 stances and feedback to each other. They should then rehearse for 
a further time, making any adjustments recommended by the group. Ask each 
group to rehearse an ensemble performance of their stances where all members 
of the group perform stance 1 for a few seconds, move on to stance 2 for a few 
seconds, and so on.

Performance
Groups should perform as an ensemble, in close proximity to the audience.

Feedback
Discuss the work with the audience and ask for feedback on what each member 
of the group was trying to show with their stances and how successful they were. 
Ask the audience to offer ideas for constructive, practical feedback with specific 
suggestions for improvement.

Main activity 2
Each group should choose one element that they want to explore further, e.g. 
vulnerability. Ask each member of the group to create 3 stances that portray 
different elements of the same idea. Each group should choose a piece of music to 
go with their new sequence.

Rehearse and perform to music.

Feedback
How did the group demonstrate different elements of the same feeling?

Discussion
Overall, how did the groups portray ‘her’? Is she a nice character that we like, or 
has she been portrayed as a character that we don’t like?

AUDIENCE

Extension
As a class write a list of all the different 
ways that the character has been 
interpreted. Write each idea on a 
separate piece of paper. Ask a pair to 
volunteer and to blindly pick a piece of 
paper before improvising a meeting of 
the two interpretations of the character. 
You might help the pairs by offering a 
location based on the ideas picked; e.g. 
vulnerable and insecure might meet in a 
doctor’s waiting room, fun and friendly 
might meet in a bar, hardworking and 
self-absorbed might meet in the gym. 
Give each scene thirty seconds to a 
minute to run depending on how well 
it’s progressing.
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Devising: Groups, duologues and monologues
Learning objectives

 f To devise an off-text group piece based on the character of Sally and her illness
 f To build on previous work to improvise a duologue
 f To build on previous work to devise a monologue.

Discussion: In what ways are the characters projecting an image of themselves 
that is not true? This can be related to their personality or how they feel about 
their role in the group, their job, their friends, etc.

Warm-up: Internal-external shape sculpting
In groups of three, ask students to label themselves A, B and C. A should begin by 
being the sculptor with B and C as the clay.  Give the As a short time to sculpt the 
Bs into a position that they feel defines how one member of the group portrays 
themselves to others. Next, they should sculpt C into a shape that represents 
the character as they really are. These moments could relate to the character 
throughout the play or in a particular scene, e.g. externally being happy to care for 
Sally and internally resenting their role as caregiver.

Students should pay close attention to posture - how they ask the clay to hold 
their arms and hands, the position of their legs, how they use their back, how they 
hold their head and facial expression-eyebrows, eyes, mouth.

Bs and Cs should not resist their moulding and should position themselves as 
A wishes. For more difficult movements or facial expressions the sculptor should 
demonstrate what they want their partner to do.

Swap so that B now sculpts A and C, and C sculpts A and B.
Rehearse and perform with each sculptor telling the class about the choices 

they have made and why.

Main activity: Devising
Read from p. 4 ‘There’s Sally in the hospice’ to p. 7 ‘And so we all say yes.’

Discussion: What elements of the story from these pages would you use to 
create devised work? Examples might include:

 f Sally telling one or all of the group about her diagnosis
 f Members of the group discussing Sally’s treatment/condition/how they can 
help

 f Sally’s feelings about her illness – anger, despair, hope, resignation
 f Discussions/texts/phone calls among the group highlighting their resentments 
about who is or isn’t doing their bit for Sally

 f The funeral
 f The scene described at the crematorium
 f The confrontation.

Devised work: Groups of 3 or more
In a group ask students to devise a scene based on one of the ideas discussed. 
They can use characters from the text or create other characters, e.g. doctors, 
nurses, Sally’s friends/colleagues/family, etc.
Rehearse and perform.
Make a note of the different scenes/characters involved in this work.

Improvisation: Duologues
Ask students to move into pairs and discuss the work that was shown in the 
group performances. Ask each pair to choose one performance and discuss how 
they might develop the scene or use the characters within it. Their work can 
continue the scene or take characters from it and put them into a new situation. 
After some discussion time, ask students to improvise a duologue. You might 
offer students the opportunity to try improvising a number of different duologues 
based on a variety of ideas/characters.
Perform some examples of work.

Devised work: Individual
Again, building on the work that has come before ask students to choose a 
situation or character from any of the work that they have seen and devise a 
monologue. As before, this can use the same situations and build on them or 
move from what they have seen into a totally new scenario.
Rehearse and perform.
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Getting away
Learning objectives

 f To create an ensemble piece of work showing the characters’ varying emotions 
on the flight

 f To create a version of the ‘welcome monologue’ that the group receive when 
they arrive at the house

 f To create a monologue exploring your characters’ past feelings and 
resentments.

Warm-up: Memory game - I‘m going on holiday
There are many versions of this game; if you have a small group you could play a 
number of different ones in one warm-up session.

First, decide where you’re going, e.g. on holiday, to the beach, to LA. You 
begin with the line ‘I’m going to go on holiday and I’m going to pack’ and insert 
something, e.g. flipflops. The next person then says ‘I’m going to go on holiday 
and I’m going to pack some flipsflops and some sun cream.’ This continues 
around the circle with each person adding their own items and remembering the 
items that have come before.

Main activity 1 - The flight
In groups of 6, ask students to create a row of aeroplane seats as below.

Ask each person to create 6 different positions with a word that tracks their 
feelings on the flight. Examples might include:

Word Position

Excited Sitting upright, looking around with wide 
eyes, smiling, bouncing in the seat, high pitch, 
fast pace.

Scared Upright, stiff posture, hands gripping the arms 
of the chair, eyes tight shut, gritted teeth, low 
pitch, fast pace, fast breathing.

Tired Restless, long limbs stretched out, narrowed 
eyes, pouting, sighing, low pitch, slow pace, 
loud volume.

Ask students to rehearse cycling through their different states, staying on each 
one for ten seconds before moving onto the next. In each position they should 
use appropriate vocal skills to repeat their word. Although performing as an 
ensemble, students should focus on their own contribution.
Perform.

Main activity 2: Arrivals
Look at the following section from p.7 when the group arrives at the house:

Hello. Hey. Hi. Welcome. Good to. Yeah. How ya? Come on make yourselves anything I can? Fantastic. 
So you’re? Heard so much. That’s good.

In the same groups ask each student to create their own version of this welcome 
dialogue. They should then perform their flight sequence again adding the 
landing onto the end. They should then stand, step forwards and perform their 
welcome dialogue towards the audience.
Rehearse and perform.
Look at the following section from p. 7: From ‘And we look at her and we see …’ to 
‘It’s time to celebrate that.’
Discussion: What are the group feeling in this extract? Why do they feel this way?
Ask students to devise a monologue tackling their feelings on arriving at the house.
Rehearse: Ask students to rehearse running all three pieces together: the flight, 
the welcome and their feelings when they arrive at the house.

Before performing this final piece ensure that students have carefully 
considered who their character is, what they want to reveal about them to the 
audience and what specific Drama techniques they will use to do so.
Perform.

Extension idea
Ask students to repeat the activity with 
each person using the same feelings. 
This will be interesting for an audience 
to see how different people interpret 
the same feeling.

Rather than looking at feelings you 
could ask students to create the same 
ensemble work for different elements 
of the flight, e.g. take-off, turbulence, 
dinner, airsick, offensive passenger, 
drink 1, drink 3, drink 8, landing.
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pool. no water.
Learning objectives

 f To devise the evening that the friends spend together before the accident using 
a range of techniques

 f To explore the conventions of Greek theatre to create a modern messenger 
speech

 f To create a non-verbal Artaudian scene showing the aftermath of the accident.

Warm-up: Focus line-up
Ask 6 people to line up in the performance space and number them. Number 
1 must look towards the audience while the rest of the line-up looks towards 
number 1. Discuss that number 1 naturally holds the audience’s focus and when 
number 1 looks at number 2, they pass the focus on. Number 2 should now look 
at the audience while everyone else looks at them. Allow the group some time to 
practise passing the focus.

Next add an emotional content, e.g. number 1 sees something a little bit scary 
behind the audience and reacts to it; the others do not see it. Number 1 increases 
the tension and passes the focus to number 2 who is more frightened. This 
continues down the line and with the tension and reactions rising each time. 
Students can use non-verbal sounds to vocalise their reaction but not words. 
Experiment with different emotions, e.g. tearful to inconsolable, distasteful to 
disgusted, flirty to lecherous.

Main activity 1: Devising the evening before
Read from p. 8, ‘And that night there is a meal’ to p. 10, ‘She “passed from 
consciousness”.’

In groups of 5 ask students to recreate the evening that the friends spend 
together up to the moment before ‘she’ jumps into the pool. This can be a devised 
scene, a series of monologues from different perspectives, a sequence of tableaux 
with narration.

Rehearse and perform with an explanation of why students opted for their 
chosen techniques.

Main activity 2: Hot seating a character
For the messenger speech work students need to be very specific about the 
character that they are writing for. They should create their work for how the 
character is on the evening of the accident. They should choose their character 
and individually stand in a space and create their character considering the 
following:

Stance: How is your character standing and what does that tell the audience 
about them? How are they holding the different parts of their body? If you were 
walking, what part of your body would you lead with?

Posture: What do you want your posture to say about your character and how 
they want to portray themselves?

Facial expressions: How will you use your eyes, eyebrows, mouth, nose, chin, 
head to show how you feel?

Vocal skills: How will you use vocal skills to depict your character? Consider 
pitch, pace, tone, volume, accent. What will these things tell the audience? Or 
conceal from them?

Movement: How will your character move around the space: fast-paced, 
languid, with urgency, comfortably?

When students have created their character ask them to move around the 
space in role. When they come to another person they should greet them with any 
line from the text.

Ask for a volunteer to take the hot seat first in the performance space. The rest 
of the class should sit facing them and ask them whatever question they like, the 
person in the hot seat must remain in character. The questions can relate to any 
part of the play.

Discussion: What characters were created? Which fitted the roles that you 
imagine in the play the best? Which were surprising roles? Did you learn anything 
unexpected from the characters in the hot seat?

Main activity 3: Messenger speech
Discussion: What was the purpose of the messenger in Greek theatre?

Using pp. 9 and 10 of the script for reference, ask students to create their 
own messenger speech for their character retelling the details of the accident 

This activity has some good links with 
Brecht’s concepts on gestus.

Greek theatre links could form the basis 
of a mini research/presentation topic.
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from ‘Come on she squeals come on the pool!’ to when they are looking over her at 
the bottom of the pool and she falls unconscious. Again, the creation of a full 
character is important here so students could use a character that they created in 
earlier work, or you could repeat the character work to create a new character to 
work with.

Discussion: What did Brecht hope to achieve with breaking the fourth wall? 
How will you use this technique in your performance?
Rehearse and perform.

Main activity 4: Theatre of cruelty – watching her
Discussion: What were Artaud’s ideas on ‘cruelty’ and the grotesque in the 
theatre?

In groups of five recreate the scene at the bottom of the pool with one person 
lying as the injured person, four watching on.

Ask each person to create a non-verbal response to what has happened. For the 
person who is injured this can be pain of varying levels or the shallow breathing 
of someone slipping away or a mixture of both. For the onlookers, there can 
be shock, horror, fear, panic, but students might want to explore inappropriate 
responses that people sometime have under such circumstances such as laughter.

After some rehearsal ask students to perform this sound work with the 
audience in the round as shown in red.

Discussion: From an audience perspective how do the performances link to 
Artaud’s theatre of cruelty and grotesque ideas?
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The Exhibition
Learning objectives

 f To create an exhibition of photos tracking the recovery of the protagonist.

Warm-up: Leading your partner
This game links well with the theme of vulnerability and trust in the text. In pairs, 
ask one student to close their eyes or be blindfolded. Their partner must lead 
them around the room only using their voice. After both in the pair have had a go, 
add some obstacles to the room to navigate/climb under/over.

Main activity 1: Creating the exhibition
Discussion: As a class, list the different phases that ‘she’ goes through from fully 
broken in hospital to when she wakes up. How do you feel about the group taking 
the photos? Is it acceptable until we find out that they plan to make money from 
them? How would you feel? Glad it was documented or violated by the intrusion?

In groups of 5, ask one person to take on the role of the curator while the other 
four will create the ‘photos’ of ‘her’ in various states of injury and recovery. Each 
person should create two images that the curator will narrate in performance 
describing what we can see. It will work well to give each image a title before the 
description, e.g.:

Destroyed. This is the first image that was taken. Here she is in the ambulance. As you 
can see most of her limbs are pointing in in the wrong direction. Although she is covered 
in a sheet you can see where the blood has seeped through making these wonderful 
butterflies of colour.

As the curator moves onto the next image the first performer changes into 
their second image. You could extend this by adding more changes for each 
performer.

Rehearse and perform.

Extension ideas
Although the activity lends itself to 
tableaux it would add an interesting 
dimension if the curator is speaking as 
if the images are still but the audience 
can see the image moving and hear the 
sounds ‘she’ makes.

Further ideas
 f The pool boy’s reaction – monologue, 

hot seating, police questioning, 
family reactions

 f The group’s reactions to the 
possibility of making money from the 
photos – trying to convince 
themselves it’s okay, one person 
suggesting it’s not and being 
ostracised

 f Internal/external monologue 
exploring the characters’ caring 
versus their frustration and 
annoyance with their burden

 f The deleting of the images – 
ensemble work to show the joy and 
the frenzy of the destruction, 
monologues/duologues exploring the 
guilt and the elation.
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